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PRELIMS. A quick recap of why study Ecclesiastes. (1) It deals with 
the problems of our day - emptiness of life, ‘innocents’ suffering, 
perversion of justice, excesses, etc. (2) Painfully honest and realistic 
(3) Sol has wide experience of life and therefore qualified to give 
advice! (4) Provides the true purpose of life - ‘Life is meaningless 
without God’! While there are many commentators on life, there are 
not many solutions, but Sol provides solutions - and warnings!  
*As we noticed last week, Sol was so upset at the inconsistencies he 
saw everywhere in life - virtue unrewarded, justice flouted, evil  
unpunished - that he has to say ‘Life’ is an unhappy business [13b] 
Ie, Our journey through life is a struggle - life is hard going, but life 
is still a gift from God - He and no one else has given us life! Life is 
something that God has given to the children of man [13b]. 
And so he decides, as a wise man, a philosopher, a man of experience 
and knowledge and gifts, to make a concentrated effort to sort out 
this ‘problem’ of injustice! Although he was perplexed and confused 
about it, he still believed God ran the world! He knew there was God 
in heaven who created the world and put man on it to glorify Him. 
And so, because I have seen everything that is done under the sun, 
and behold, all is vanity and a striving after wind. What is crooked 
cannot be made straight, he dedicates himself to the study of this 
subject.  I applied my heart to seek and to search out by wisdom all 
that is done under heaven [12]. This book of Ecclesiastes is the 
result of that study of life - a philosophical study of life and God. 
Sol is the world’s greatest philosopher! James Clerk Maxwell, a 
Scottish physicist and mathematician, about whom Einstein himself 
described Maxwell's work as the ‘most profound and the most 
fruitful that physics has experienced since the time of Newton’. 
Maxwell said ‘I have looked into most systems and I have seen that 
none will work without a God’. Sol discovered that many centuries 
before! Of course Sol added the judgment to come! 
You know philosophers can say crazy things: Descartes “There is 
nothing so strange and so unbelievable that it has not been said by 



one philosopher or another’! What philosophy is still trying to find, 
theology asserts has been found many years ago - God!!
Sol admits that he has learned a lot from life: I have acquired great 
wisdom, surpassing all who were over Jerusalem before me and my 
heart has had great experience of wisdom and knowledge [1:16] And 
that learning has made him think - and think hard and long. 
One of the tragedies of today is that we do not think enough! Satan 
has distracted us from the real issues and concerns of life to 
meditate on trifles! APP Generally speaking our generation likes to 
be entertained in their thoughts rather than to be exercised in 
discovering true reality! Thanks to the iPod! We are content with 
surface solutions. We do not want to pursue things to their logical 
conclusions. When did you last have a discussion with someone, 
with reasonings and questions/objections, about the afterlife? 

Its a huge question yet it does not seem to trouble many people! So 
many assume all is well with almost everyone after death! I think it 
is because we have an inbuilt fear and intuition, of a ‘justice’ that 
lies ahead which we really do not want to think about - because of a 
‘hidden’ guilt! As soon as we contemplate thoughts of death, we 
suppress it - it is not a pleasant. Sol actually says as much, because.... 
.....one of his great discoveries was the seriousness of life!! Look: 
The more you discover, and the more knowledge you acquire - the 
more grief and sorrow there is in much wisdom is much vexation, 
and he who increases knowledge increases sorrow!! [1:18]. There is 
no other answer than the one God gives - life is tough because we as 
a race are cursed, that is why we are plagued with troubles! Job said 
it many years ago Man is born to trouble as the sparks fly upwards 
[Job 5:7]. APP But Xns can rejoice because the message of the 
Bible is Good News! God did not send his Son into the world to 
condemn the world but in order that the world might be saved [Jn3] 
Sol tells us about some of his discoveries. Pleasures! I said to my 
heart, ‘Come now I will test you with pleasure; enjoy yourself’ [2:1] 
We have all heard ‘You’re only young once, enjoy yourself’! In radio 
programmes I’ve heard presenters say to young folk ‘Are you going 



out tonight and getting plastered?’ ‘Good for you’! Well, Sol said I 
searched with my heart how to cheer my body with wine He also 
tried ‘laughter...madness...folly till I might see what was good - but 
it was all vanity! [1 &11] Sol enjoyed himself!! Daily food: ten fat 
oxen, and twenty pasture-fed cattle, a hundred sheep, besides deer, 
gazelles, roebucks, and fattened fowl-wine by the gallon! Real Party 
stuff - stand-up comics, and girls of course, prostitutes he calls them 
in Pro! Playboy/Soho is not new - nothing new under the sun!
Then he tried work! You know work prevents us from thinking! 
Many people dive into work to avoid thinking! Voltaire when 
confronted with a problem he could not solve ‘Went straight into the 
garden, and ‘forgot’ himself in gardening! Satan uses legitimate 
work, to prevent us from doing things we ought to deal with 
immediately. We make the excuse of being too busy to deal with 
things that should have a priority! Many people would rather work, 
tedious though it may be, than deal with their long overdue duty at 
home! Work wrongfully has a supposed legitimacy! Work an excuse 

So Sol tried the joy and pleasure of successful business I made me 
great works...built houses...planted vineyards...gardens..parks... He 
had a large labour force male and female slaves He had great 
possessions of herds and flocks...more than any before me...in 
Jerusalem. He also had silver and gold and treasures of kings and 
provinces He had entertainers: his own orchestra!singers both men 
and women [4-8] So he says I became great and surpassed all that 
were before in Jerusalem and in [v9] his wisdom remained with him - 
he is telling us it was before (or after) he went astray! 
Whatever my eyes desired I did not keep from them. I kept my heart 
from no pleasure [2:10]! Did you get that! He tried absolutely 
everything with all the money and resources which he had which was 
more than anyone before him! Result? all was vanity, striving after 
wind...nothing to be gained under the sun [11]! APP What a lesson! 

Remember this is a man who was especially blessed by God with 
wisdom! God met him one night and made him a wonderful offer! 
Better offer than any Lottery! ’You can have anything you want, 
including things money can't buy, health, victories.. Whatever your 



heart desires, will be yours’. Sol made an exceedingly wise choice! 
He chose wisdom! Wisdom and true knowledge are the best things 
we can have on earth! To have false knowledge, and false wisdom is 
so dangerous! If we depend on the BBC, ITN, universities, colleges 
for all truth we will be disappointed! They do not permit some 
sources to report some facts. If they do not like the facts, they do not 
disseminate them! The greatest movement in the world today is 
evangelical Xnity! But you will not hear that on BBC programmes 
or in our universities! Sol had true knowledge - straight from God 
Himself! You can go on the Information Superhighway, but they 
too are prejudiced. Well, this book of Ecclesiastes is about Sol’s 
findings with true wisdom/knowledge direct from God! 

His finding re work: sometimes a person has toiled with wisdom, 
knowledge and skill but what? But he must leave everything to be 
enjoyed by someone who did not toil for it [21]! Look what Sol says 
about the hand of God apart from Him who can eat or who can have 
enjoyment? [21]!! He has already said I hated all my toil... seeing I 
must leave it to the man who will come after me [128] Revd MacKay 
told about a proud man who showed his minister all his estate. 
Minister replied ‘It will be hard for you to leave this world with all 
these things you enjoyed so much!’ APP Is there something you 
don't want to leave behind when you die? 

To a spiritual man most of what Sol has said here is pretty obvious! 
We see the problems sin causes people. Friends, that is because these 
people do not know God. You know, God created the world and 
mankind for our pleasure as well as His! Satan has not frustrated 
that eternal plan. Despite all that Satan has done, this world, and 
mankind will be a place of joy and gladness! *The great problem we 
see here, is that we will never be satisfied seeking self-esteem!
Isaiah the prophet tells of a day coming when the ransomed of the 
Lords shall return and come to Zion with singing; everlasting joy 
shall be upon their heads; they shall obtain gladness and joy, and 
sorrow and sighing shall flee away [Isa 35:10] Peter re X to saints 
scattered Though you do not now see Him, you believe in him and 
rejoice with joy that is inexpressible and filled with glory [1Pet1:8] 


